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AMS Diffusion 

Features :

 Liquid/solid protection rating: Sensor IP69K -  Control unit : IP66
 Detection range: 0.1 to 20m
 Up to 5 detection zones
 Detects moving objects: vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles, pedestrians, etc.
 Detects objects even when visibility is limited:
during darkness and in smoke, fog and dust 
 The use of a video system is recommended (camera + screen)
 Configure and update via an app
 Included in this kit: a control box, an audible warning and a sensor.
 Power supply : 10 to 32V DC

Item code: VICAM-AMS-RADAR

REVERSING RADAR
Secure the zones behind you with our high performance reversing radar!

The reversing radar, alone or in addition to a reversing camera, allows you to be alerted to the 
presence of an obstacle in the zone behind your vehicle. Our high performance reversing radar 
is able to detect objects or people up to 20m thanks to its sensor. This wide reach allows you to 
secure risk areas such as construction sites or agricultural land. With its audible warning, you 
are warned from your cabin of a possible danger.
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AMS Diffusion 

REVERSING RADAR
Recommended use with a rear view system 
(camera + screen) *

Once installed, our system provides you with visual and audible indications as soon as 
an obstacle enters the detection area. This area is visible directly from your screen and 
is divided into 5 ranges going from red to green, depending on the proximity to your 
machine. Red being the detection range closest to your vehicle and green being the farthest. 
In addition to this visual warning, an audible warning will also help you, the closer the obstacle 
approaches your vehicle, the more the audible warning will intensify in your cabin.

*This product is compatible with all ou video kits

Discover the product in our video


